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Summary 
 
In this paper we analyse the performance of four hidden Markov model algorithms at 
performing genetic imputation in livestock populations. We evaluated the accuracy and 
computational cost of MaCH, Impute2, Eagle2 and fastPHASE. We also tried to evaluate 
Beagle v4.1 but found that it had too high of a computational burden to evaluate. We find that 
MaCH performs accurate imputation when a prephased reference panel is unavailable, and 
that Impute2 is able to outperform MaCH both in terms of speed and accuracy when 
prephasing is done on either the high density animals or all animals. fastPHASE performed 
similarly to MaCH but had a longer runtime and a larger memory footprint. Eagle2 ran 
quickly but it’s accuracy was less than that of either Impute2 or MaCH. This work suggests 
that modern HMM algorithms may be useful for animal imputation when a reference panel is 
available, and highlights the role of heuristic algorithms for phasing animal genotypes. 
  
Introduction 
 
This paper tests the performance of four hidden Markov model (HMM) style imputation 
algorithms on livestock datasets. Genotype imputation is a key aspect of many modern animal 
breeding programs and allows an increasing number of animals to be genotyped at a low cost. 
When imputation is applied to a breeding program, a small subset of individuals (e.g. sires) 
are  genotyped at high density. The remaining animals are genotyped at lower density and 
then statistical regularities are used to fill in the untyped genotypes. Modern imputation 
algorithms fill in missing genotypes at a very high accuracy (e.g., >.95; Sargolzaei et al., 
2011), and increases the number of animals that can be genotyped for a fixed budget. The 
larger pool of genotyped animals increase the accuracy of genetic predictions on all animals 
(Daetwyler et al., 2008), thus improving breeder’s ability to perform selection. 
 Historically heuristic and rule based imputation algorithms have dominated animal 
breeding (e.g. Sargolzaei et al., 2011; Hickey et al., 2012; VanRaden et al., 2013). These rule-
based algorithms use the high relatedness between animals, and resulting large segments of 
shared identity by descent to rapidly impute animals. In contrast human imputation algorithms 
are largely probabilistic techniques, most of them based on the hidden Markov model (HMM) 
framework of Li & Stephens (2003). Probabilistic HMMs tend to have higher accuracy in 
datasets where individuals are mostly unrelated but come at too high of a computational cost 
for routine imputation in animal populations.  
  In the last few years, the speed of HMM algorithms has improved and HMMs have 
been used to impute hundreds of thousands of individuals to hundreds of thousands of loci in 
reasonable computational time (Browning & Browning, 2016; Loh et al., 2016). The 
improved scaling of HMMs may allow for their routine use in livestock populations. Given 
the slight differences between the existing set of HMM algorithms it remains an open 
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question as to which is the most suitable to perform imputation in the different situations that 
are common in animal populations. 
 In this paper we use simulated and real data to study the imputation performance of 
Eagle2 (Loh et al., 2016), Impute2 (Howie et al., 2009), MaCH (Li et al., 2010), and 
fastPHASE (Scheet & Stephens, 2006). We also tried Beagle v4.1 (Browning & Browning, 
2007) but found that it had too high of a computational burden to analyse. We compare the 
speed and accuracy of these algorithms, and analyse how these values change based on the 
availability of a pre-phased reference panel or a pre-phased genotype panel.  
  
Hidden Markov Models 
  
 All four algorithms use Li and Stephens’s (2003) HMM framework. Under this 
framework an individual’s genotype is considered to be a mosaic of haplotypes from a 
haplotype reference panel H={h1…hK}. The algorithms calculate the probability that the 
individual has the pair of haplotypes, hj and hk at a loci i given the available genotypes, 
p(hij,hik|G). To account for linkage between adjacent loci, we evaluate the likelihood of a 
haplotype based on its fit to the genetic data at the loci and its similarity to the haplotypes 
inferred at nearby loci,  
 
p(hij,hik|D) = p(hij,hik|gi)p(hij,hik|hi-1, hi+1)p(hi-1|G-i)p(hi+1|G+i).     (1) 
 
The term p(hij,hik|gi) measures the fit between the pair of haplotypes and the genetic data. The 
term p(hij,hik|hi-1, hi+1) captures the likelihood of an haplotype given the neighbouring loci. 
These probabilities can be calculated using a forward-backward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989). 
 HMM algorithms scale linearly with the number of individuals and single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNP), but quadraticly with the number of reference haplotypes. The 
quadratic dependence is due to having to model both pairs of chromosomes at the same time 
and quickly leads to intractable computational times even with small reference panels. Each 
algorithm solves the quadratic dependence in a different way. 

In the case of MaCH and Impute2, the algorithm is run over a series of iterations, and 
at each iteration a subset of the reference haplotype panel is used. In MaCH this subset is 
selected randomly. In Impute2, the subset is selected to be made up of ‘nearby’ haplotypes. In 
Beagle v4.1 and fastPHASE the reference panel is constructed from the available data. 
fastPHASE uses an EM algorithm to infer a small number of ancestral haplotypes, and then 
iterates between estimating the haplotypes of each individual based on the ancestral 
haplotypes, and estimating the ancestral haplotypes based on the haplotype assignments of 
each individual. Beagle uses a similar approach to fastPHASE, but instead of using a fixed 
number of haplotypes, it estimates a different number of haplotypes at each marker position 
and models the transition between haplotypes at adjacent loci. Eagle2 takes a different 
approach to the previous methods, and analyses only a small number of ‘paths’. It then 
branches these paths at each loci and prunes branches based on their posterior probability.  

We can improve computational time by including a prephased reference panel. If a 
phased reference panel is not supplied then these algorithms perform a series of iterations to 
phase and impute high density individuals. Individuals are phased, added to the reference 
panels, imputed, and then rephased. The pre-phased reference panel increases speed and 
accuracy by removing phasing errors in the reference panel. Beagle, Impute2, MaCH, and 
Eagle2 support the usage of a phased reference panel. 

Using pre-phased low density genotypes can also increase speed by allowing the 
algorithm to operate on each haplotype independently. This removes the quadratic 
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dependence on reference panel size allowing for a much larger number of haplotypes to be 
considered. Beagle, and Impute2 support prephased low density panels.  
 
Methods  
 
We evaluated the performance of fastPHASE, Impute2, Eagle2, and MaCH on a series of 
simulated datasets and a single real data sets.  

Each algorithm was tested in a simulated cattle dataset. The population consisted of 5 
generations of 2,000 animals. At each generation 100 sires were selected based on their true 
breeding values and randomly mated with 1,000 dams. The initial set of haplotypes were 
calculated using a Markovian Coalescent Simulator (Chen et al., 2009) assuming a single 
100cm long chromosome .The simulation of breeding values and progeny’s haplotypes were 
performed in AlphaSim (Faux et al., 2016).  
 In the base condition, animals were then genotyped on either a high density panel of 
1,000 SNP (allele frequency greater than 0.01) or a low density panel of 200 SNP, evenly 
spaced across the high density panel. All of the sires and 100 dams were genotyped at high 
density. The remaining animals were genotyped at low density. To test the robustness of each 
algorithm we varied: 
• the number of SNP in the HD panel from 1,000 to 10,000,  
• the number of LD SNP from between 5 to 400, and  
• the number of genotyped dams from 0 to 500.  
• We also considered the case when the first two generations were genotyped on a different 

high-density panel from the next two generations, with either 25, 50, or 75% of SNP 
overlapping between the two panels.  

• We analysed performance when the high density genotypes were prephased and when all 
of the genotypes were prephased. 

 To compare the algorithms on a real data set, we performed imputation on 11,146 
chickens from a commercial chicken breeding program. These animals were genotyped on 
either a 600k SNP high density panel (1690 animals) or a 3k SNP (9456 animals) low density 
panel. To estimate imputation accuracy, we selected 100 HD animals and masked them to 
match 100 low density animals. We restricted imputation to chromosome 5 (33,586 HD SNP, 
161 LD SNP). Accuracy was measured by the correlation between animals’ imputed 
genotypes and their true genotypes.  
 For the simulated datasets, each algorithm was given 8GB of memory and 24 hours to 
run. Jobs were terminated if they exceeded the runtime or the memory requirements. Unless 
otherwise specified, we used the default parameters for each simulation. We tested Impute2 
using either 10cm regions (as recommended) or the entire chromosome and found that 
imputing on the entire chromosome increased accuracy at the cost of additional computational 
time. Because of this we ran Impute2 on the entire chromosome, except for the real data set 
where the chromosome was split into 5 separate chunks. 
 
Results 
 
The performance of each algorithm is given in Figure 1. MaCH performs well in most 
settings. Its accuracy depends slightly on the number of high density dams, the overlap 
between high density panels, and the number of LD SNP. The performance of fastPHASE 
was similar to that of MaCH, but performed relatively better when there were a small number 
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of high density animals or disjoint high density panels.  Impute2 and Eagle2 had similar 
accuracy to MaCH, but performed worse when given a small number of HD dams.  
 The elapsed run time and memory requirement of each algorithm (based on the 
number of LD SNP) is given in Figure 2. We find that Eagle2 had the lowest run time 
followed by MaCH, fastPHASE, and then Impute 2. MaCH had the lowest memory 
requirement followed by Impute2, Ealgle2, and fastPHASE.  

This pattern of results changes when the algorithms were provided a phased genotype 
panel. Figure 3 gives the accuracy and elapsed time for a phased reference panel or a pre-
phased low density panel. When a phased reference panel was given, Impute2 obtained a 
higher accuracy than MaCH and had a lower run time. Including a pre-phased reference panel 
dropped the run time of Impute2 from roughly 200 minutes to 2.5 minutes.  

The performance on the real dataset was similar. Mach had the highest accuracy (96%) 
followed by Eagle (80%), and then Impute2 (72%). Impute2 had the longest run time (350 
hours, split across 5 jobs) followed by MaCH (117 hours) and Eagle (7.5 hours).  

 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this paper we evaluated the performance of four HMM based imputation algorithms for 
imputing livestock populations. We find that when no phase information is available, MaCH 
provides robust and computationally efficient imputation. When a reference panel is available, 
Impute2 offers higher accuracy than MaCH at reduced computational time. Performance 
when imputing a real chicken data set mimicked that of the simulations.  

These results may differ from previous analyses of these hidden Markov models. In 
particular, we find that Impute2 performs poorly in livestock populations without a phased 
genotype, both in terms of speed and accuracy. The low accuracy may be due to the small 
number of reference genotypes available, the sparsity of the low density chip and the high 
relatedness between individuals (Nettelblad, 2013). We found that the overall computational 
time was reduced when Impute2 was run in chunks, but that this also lead to reduced 
accuracy, likely because of the even smaller number of SNPs in each block. 

A key result of this work is the importance of having fully phased reference panels and 
genotypes for imputation. Phased reference panels increased imputation accuracy, and when 
all of the genotypes were phased the computational time to run Impute2 plummeted. This 
speed gain is due to using a haploid HMM (also found in other algorithms, such as Minimac3 
(Das et al., 2016)).  The gains of using pre-phased genotypes highlights the importance of 
either using a probabilistic pre-phasing algorithm (not analysed here), or of integrating 
heuristic and probabilistic imputation algorithms. Heuristic algorithms can utilize pedigree 
and linkage information to initially phase a population, and then a probabilistic algorithm can 
perform a fast haploid imputation on the remaining data. This is the approach of AlphaImpute 
(Antolín et al., 2017). 

In conclusion, we find that although there have been advances in human imputation 
using HMMs, these gains have focused on using pre-phased reference panels, or pre-phased 
genotypes which are often unavailable in livestock populations. We also find that the relative 
performance of each algorithm may differ between animal and human populations, driven by 
the small number of high density animals and the sparsity of the low density panel.  Based on 
these results we believe that there have been sufficient speed increases in HMM algorithms to 
be utilized in animal populations if heuristic algorithms can provide accurately phased 
genotypes. 
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Figure 1. Performance of each algorithm for each set of simulations. Unless otherwise noted 

there were 1000 high density SNPs, 200 low density SNPs, 100 dams genotyped at high 
density and perfect overlap between the high density panels of generations 1 and 2 and 
those of 3 and 4. We varied (a) the number of dams genotyped at high density, (b) the 
number of SNPs in the high density panel, (c) the number of SNPs in the low density panel, 
and (d) the amount of overlap between the high density panel for generations 1 and 2 and 
those of 3 and 4.  

   

 
Figure 2. The (a) elapsed run time and (b) memory requirements of each algorithm varying 

the number of low density SNPs.  
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Figure 3. The (a) accuracy and (b) elapsed time of each algorithm when either none of the 
genotypes were phased, when only the high density genotypes are phased, or when all of the 
genotypes are phased.  
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